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Welcome to Advance Design 2021.1 Update
GRAITEC is very pleased to present the latest version of the leading structural analysis software - Advance
Design 2021 Update 1.

This version 2021.1 of Advance Design is enhanced with a lot of new functionalities and improvements with high
benefits for the end user. It is articulated around few main subjects:
 Modeling and workflow enhancements
 New options and improvements to the Steel design
 New options and improvements to the Concrete design
 Improvements to concrete and steel Design modules (previously known as BIM Designers
modules)
Version 2021.1 of Advance Design also comes with many smaller improvements and adjustments following the
feedback received from thousands of users worldwide.
This update also brings a big number of corrections of known problems and it includes all the fixes and
improvements made with the previously released Hotfix 1 (2021.0.1) and Hotfix 2 (2021.0.2).
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New options & Improvements - General
Please find below the list of new options and improvements related to modeling, workflow and general
calculation possibilities.

Exchange of load combination definitions with Excel
Main feature / benefit:
 Easy managing of load combination definitions by using Excel
On the dialog window used for defining load combinations two new buttons are available: Export and Import:

The Export button exports the definitions of all load combinations existing in the project to a new Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet. For this, a dedicated xlsx file is created on the path selected by the user.







The ID column contains the identification number of load combinations.
The CODE column contains letter code with the indication of the type of load combinations.
The TYPE column contains the name of the load combinations type.
Columns CAS and COEFF contain the id number of the load case and the coefficient value.
The number of generated CAS and COEFF columns depends on the total number of load cases.

The Import button reads the definitions of load combinations from the selected spreadsheet and adds them to
the existing definitions on the current project. In case when in the project there are already combinations with
the same ID number, then the ID number of the imported combinations is modified. If the definition of a
combination in the Excel file is incorrect (e.g. it contains case numbers that do not exist in the model) then such
a combination is omitted during import, along with an appropriate warning.
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Displaying a report with status for selected plastic hinges only
Main feature / benefit:
 Easier to analyze the status for plastic hinges thanks to the possibility of selecting the model range
When analyzing results of the pushover analysis by using report tables containing the status of plastic hinges,
they can be very extensive, if generated for the hinges defined on the entire model. Therefore, the content of
these tables is now filtered according to the current selection of elements. It greatly facilitates viewing the
results, as we can focus on statuses of plastic hinges corresponding only to the selected elements. If there is no
selection, the results are displayed for the entire model.

Improvement to the snow load generation for roofs with parapet walls (FR NA to EC1)
Main feature / benefit:



Greater user control

If the French National Annex to Eurocode 1 is set, a new parameter - Parapet max snow load shape coeff (μ)
is available on the property list of load areas. This new parameter is editable only for parapet walls (when Type
parameter in the Climatic Behavior group is set as the Parapet Wall).

This new parameter lets the user decide the maximum value of the snow load shape coefficient μ2. This
coefficient is used during calculation of drifting snow on roofs having parapet walls, according to point 6.2 of EN
1991-1-3.
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There are three options available:
 Auto – the limit for the μ2 coefficient is set automatically (for flat roofs and mono-pitched roofs having a
slope smaller than 5 degrees).
 1.6 – the μ2 coefficient is limited to 1.6
 2.0 – the μ2 coefficient is limited to 2.0

Miscellaneous improvements
Advance Design 2021.1 also includes many other improvements and bug fixes related to modeling. Below is a
list with selected improvements.


Possibility to save the property template for Load areas
As already available for many other elements, it is now possible to save the parameters of a defined
Load area as a property template file. This allows us to apply the same parameters to other load areas
at any later moment, easy and fast, for the current project or for new project. This is particularly useful in
the case of similar projects with similar/same settings for individual parts of the building.



System names on the color legend
When displaying a color legend for elements colored by systems, in addition to the system ID, the name
of systems is now displayed. It greatly facilitates the identification and improves the quality of the
created documentation.
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Simultaneous creation of holes for many surface elements
It is now possible to create a hole in multiple elements simultaneously on the basis of a polyline cutting
through several contours.



Improvement for displaying snow loads
The 'Loads auto-scale' command for snow load cases is now based on the intensity of the loads in a
projected system instead of a global system, which leads to a more realistic presentation of the snow
load.



Improvement for displaying resultant forces
The annotation with the resultant intensity value has so far presented the value of the load in the global
system. Now it can also be presented in the projected load system, depending on the load settings.



Thickness in tooltips
The Thickness property has been added to the list of available attributes to be selected for the content
of tooltips.



Elastic supports on design groups
Elastic supports can now be added to the Design groups that are used during the calculation in the RC
Footing module. This applies to both elastic point supports and elastic linear supports.



Improvements to pushover.
Several minor changes and improvements have been made to the calculation, parameterization and
postprocessing of the pushover calculations. These changes, among other things, improve both the
calculations and the results themselves, make it easier to understand the meaning of options and
messages (better naming), or introduce a clearer description of some results. Additionally, a number of
related bugs were fixed.



Shortcut to the Section Editor directly on the ribbon.
To facilitate and speed up the opening of the module for creating and editing cross-sections, an icon
with the command has been added to the Manage ribbon, to open the module directly.
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Improved data synchronization with CS-Statik
Several improvements and bug fixes have been made to the synchronization of data with CS-Statik
modules, making the data flow much more efficient now.



Improvement in setting limits for convergence
When defining convergence settings for the non-linear analysis, the user can now enter smaller values
than default ones. In addition, the warning message now shows the range of values that can be
entered.
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New options & Improvements – Steel Design
The list of main new options and improvements related to the design of steel elements.

New version of the Canadian code for steel design - CSA S16-19
Main feature / benefit:
 Possibility to perform design calculations for steel elements using the latest version of the Canadian
standard.
Starting with version 2021.1 of Advance Design it is possible to perform design calculations of steel linear
elements using the current version of the Canadian CSA standard: CSA S16-19.
The standard used for a given project can be chosen from the project configuration window:

The calculations have been adjusted according to the changes between the previous (CSA S16-14) and the
current version of the standard in the areas supported by Advance Design.

Update of the Canadian CISC 11 steel section database
Main feature / benefit:
 Steel profile database fully compliant with the 11th CISC handbook
Steel profiles from the CISC 11 catalog (the 11th CISC handbook) have been updated. The changes mainly
consist of:
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changes in naming (for selected HSS and Angles)
adding missing profiles to catalogs (for W, MC and Angles)
changes in the values of the characteristics for a few selected profiles (usually slight differences)
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Improvements to displaying results of the steel design according to Eurocode
Main feature / benefit:
 Clearer and more detailed design results for steel linear elements
A number of improving changes have been made to the presentation of the design results of steel elements
(according to Eurocode 3) shown in the Shape Sheet window and related reports. These changes increase the
readability of the results and allow for a more detailed verification of the results.
Uniform rules for the presentation of results for individual strength checks
Until now, if a given type of strength verification was not carried out due to lack of necessity (for example, due to
lack of internal forces in a given direction) or if it was disabled in the settings, then in the Shape sheet window
and related reports the results from that specific verification were either not presented or information stating that
is was not performed appeared.
To make it easier to verify whether a given type of check was performed, a new and clear rule has been
introduced with version 2021.1:



Only the checks that have been preformed are displayed in the shape sheet window and simplified
report
All checks are displayed in the detailed (Shape sheet) report and the Details about section and
classification report

If a given verification was to be carried out but could not be carried out due to the failure to meet the required
conditions, then it is also presented in the shape sheet window with an appropriate warning.

Changing the display of the section class
The cross-section class is now displayed for each check separately, determined at the location where the check
was performed. For this, on the Shape sheet window, a dedicated new column is added on Cross Section
Strength and Fire Strength and Stability tabs. Also, the cross section class is added to the Elements Stability
tab. This change also applies to related reports.

Previously, the cross-section class was displayed on the Class tab of the Shape sheet as the "worst" class
found in the whole element, but not necessarily connected to the location where the check was made.
Replacing the oblique bending by 5 checks
So far, the results from the verification of interactions of bending moments with axial force, shear and between
moments have been displayed as one Oblique bending check. Starting with version 2021.1, results are
presented separately for:
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Bending on Y direction and axial force (My+Fx)
Bending on Z direction and axial force (Mz+Fx)
Bending in Y direction and shear on Z direction (My+Vz,)
Bending in Z direction and shear on Y direction (Mz+Vy,)
Biaxial bending (My+Mz)

In addition, additional conditions are presented depending on the situation:
For bending moments + axial force
o For bending on Y - clauses 6.33 and 6.34 are now displayed for I, H, L, C, U, T sections. If both
conditions are fulfilled, then the main check is not done.
o For bending on Z - clause 6.35 is now displayed for doubly symmetrical I and H sections. If
fulfilled, the main check is not done.
o For both directions - clause 6.2.9.1 (5) is now displayed only if not fulfilled. In this case a
warning is displayed which states that the main check cannot be performed.
For bending moments + shear
o On both directions - clause 6.2.8(2) is now displayed. If fulfilled, then the main check is not
done
o On both directions - clause 6.2.8(3) is now displayed only if not fulfilled. In this case a warning
is displayed which states that the main check cannot be performed.
For biaxial bending
o Clause 6.2.9.1 (5) is now displayed only if not fulfilled. In this case a warning is displayed which
states that the main check cannot be performed.

Updated notations and descriptions
In addition to all above, strings, formulas notations and names of checks have been updated for more
consistency. In addition, for shear checks clause 6.22 is now displayed. If it is not fulfilled, a warning is
displayed which states that the shear buckling check needs to be performed.
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Imperfections (acc. Eurocode 3) on steel columns defined as superelement
Main feature / benefit:
 Possibility to use super elements during automatic imperfection determination
Steel columns defined as superelements can be used for automatic generation of imperfections (according to
Eurocode 3). During the generation of forces, the user can decide whether to consider the elements that
intersect the superelement. For this, in the Global sway imperfection dialog (for Eurocode 3) a new option is
available: Detect intersections along super element (multi-level):

If the option is unchecked, then in the given plane only one pair of forces will be generated at the extremities of
the superelement. If the box is checked then in the given plane, a pair of imperfection forces is generated at the
extremities of each part of the superelement divided by intersecting elements. An intersecting element is eligible
if the angle that it makes with the super element is in the interval 90° ± 10°.

Superelement 2 created from elements 68 and 69
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Imperfection forces when the option is ON

Imperfection forces when the option is OFF

Improvement in the creation of generic steel joints
Main feature / benefit:
 Faster modeling of generic joints
To facilitate and speed up the definition of Generic joints for steel elements, the command to create them based
on the current selection of steel elements has been added. A new command is available on the right-click menu
Connections \ Create on selection \ Generic joint:

Access to the command is possible when steel linear elements are selected. The command creates a single
connection for steel elements that are in contact at the same point.

Angle connection with gusset plate on double angle profiles
Main feature / benefit:
 Possibility for defining the Angle connection with gusset plate with double angle profiles
Until now, an angle connection with gusset plate (with one, two or three secondary bars) could be created for
secondary members made from single angles. Starting with this version, the secondary bars can be made of
double angles.
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The joint can be added only if all the following conditions are fulfilled for the diagonal sections:
 double angle profiles are Compound cross section (Double L type) that are defined with L shape profiles
from Cross-section libraries;
 the main profile and secondary profile should have the same section;
 the angle profile should be positioned always as "back to back".

Miscellaneous improvements
Advance Design 2021.1 also includes many other improvements and bug fixes related to the steel design.
Below is a list with selected improvements.


Improvement to the EC3 local bow imperfection on beams report table
On the EC3 Local bow imperfections on beams report table an additional column to show element (or
super element) length has been added.



New possibilities for creating superelements
When creating a superelement it is now possible to compose it with different sections within the same
family. For example, IPE with HEA sections, rectangular and square tubes, U and C sections, etc.



Removal of redundant parameters for steel connections
Obsolete properties related to the selection of the ‘standard’ file are removed from the property list of
steel connections.



Improvements to buckling calculations of superelement
In case of buckling calculations for superelements with different buckling options for each component,
buckling options from each linear element of the superelement are now considered separately. Until
now, the buckling data was taken only from the master object (element with smallest ID) and applied to
entire superelement object.
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New options & Improvements – Concrete Design
The list of main new options and improvements related to the design of concrete elements.

New version of the Canadian code for the concrete design - CSA 23.3-19
Main feature / benefit:
 Possibility to perform design calculations for concrete elements using the latest version of the
Canadian standard.
Starting with version 2021.1 of Advance Design, it is possible to perform dimensioning calculations of concrete
linear and planar elements using the current version of the Canadian CSA standard: CSA 23.3-19.
The choice of the standard used in a given project is made from the project configuration window.

The calculations have been adjusted according to the changes between the previous (CSA 23.3-14) and the
current version of the standard in areas supported by Advance Design.

Superelement for Reinforced Concrete beams (Eurocode)
Main feature / benefit:




Possibility for reinforcement calculations for superelements
Design of multiple span beams having different height and support width as a single element

The super element concept is now applied to the concrete linear elements for the reinforcement design
according to Eurocode. This gives the possibility for design of multiple span beams having different height and
support width as a single element.

When running Reinforced Concrete design calculations for a superelement created on concrete linear element,
Advance Design automatically detects parameters of spans and supports of a super-element and does the
appropriate design calculations as for multispan beam. The calculated reinforcement can be viewed and
modified using the adapted Real Reinforcement dialog.
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Extension of the list with reinforcing bar diameters for Poland
Main feature / benefit:
 Better localization of the program on the Polish market thanks to the possibility of using a wider
range of diameters of reinforcing bars
In order to enable the calculation of the real reinforcement with the use of reinforcement diameters used in
practice on the Polish market, new diameters (18, 22, 28 and 35) have been added to the list of reinforcement
bar diameters available on the reinforcement settings window. New diameters are available for projects having
the localization set to Poland.

Miscellaneous improvements
Advance Design 2021.1 also includes many other improvements and bug fixes related to the concrete design.
Below is a list with selected improvements.


Improvement in eccentricity definition for Reinforced Concrete beams
When activating the Rib design option (available on the list with concrete design parameters of concrete
beams), the eccentricity is automatically applied to the beam element. Until now, in this case, the
17
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Eccentricity option parameter was set to (0,-z), which is a relative eccentricity that moves the upper
surface of the beam to the centerline of the plate. Now the Eccentricity option parameter takes the value
Other, and the eccentricity is calculated to move the top surface of the beam to the top of the plate.
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Improved calculation of torsional reinforcement
The algorithm for determining torsion reinforcement in concrete beams including longitudinal
reinforcement (acc. EC2) has been improved. Now the parameters of the fictive torsion walls are
determined considering the cover of longitudinal reinforcement separately for each side of the section.



Editable punching shear parameters in templates
The punching shear parameters (according to EC2) for concrete planar elements can be now edited by
using the design template.



Improvement to shear resistance calculations acc. French National Appendix to EC2
Formulas used for calculating the v min value according to the French national annex to EN 1992-1-1
were modified to comply with the latest version of the annex (NF EN 1992-1-1/NA: March 2016). The
vmin value is used when calculating the design value of the shear resistance of concrete elements
according to 6.2.2(1) of EN 1992-1-1.
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New options & Improvements – Design modules
The list of main new options and improvements related to design modules of Advance Design.

Unification of brand names
Main feature / benefit:
 Unified name of modules operating in Advance Design environment
In the current 2021.1 version, further changes have been made to unify Graitec software brand names.
Accordingly, the design modules previously named Advance BIM Designers are now called as design modules
of Advance Design.
For example, a former BIM Designers RC Footing module running in Advance Design it is now simply called a
RC footing module or Advance Design. This rule also applies to the names of modules running as standalone –
for example Advance BIM Designer – RC Beam becomes Advance Design RC Beam.
Accordingly, the names of options, messages and commands visible on Advance Design have been changed.
Additionally, of the elements that can have separate design templates set up, both for calculations performed
directly in Advance Design and for calculations in design modules, are called accordingly:



Design module template – for templates used by design modules (former BIM Designers)
General design template – for native design templates of Advance Design

Improvements to the transfer of loads to Design modules
Main feature / benefit:
 Easy transfer of the list of self-created or modified definitions of load combinations to design
modules
To improve the transfer of load-related information when transferring data from the Advance Design model to
the design modules, a selection of two options has been added in the Application setting window, on the Graitec
BIM tab:



Load Cases and corresponding efforts diagrams/torsors
Load Cases and corresponding efforts diagrams/torsors with the list of Combinations
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The first option means the choice of the existing method  the load case definitions are transferred together
with the results of the analysis for each case individually. In this scenario, the combinations are generated in
design modules.
The second option means the choice of the new method  the load case definitions are transferred together
with the results of the analysis for each case individually together with the list of load combinations. The
combination list contains descriptive information about all defined combinations, including set of pairs of
coefficients and load cases, types, codes and durations. This scenario covers the case when the user has
defined a custom set of combinations in the Advance Design model and would like to have all design performed
on design modules with the same list.

Basically, in the second scenario the combinations are not generated in design modules, however, the user can
either change the definition of the combination directly in the module or even generate new combinations
automatically.
In both scenarios, the efforts values used for verifications on design modules are obtained in the same way, at
runtime calculation by linear superposition of effects (1.35G + 1.5Q...).
For all the steel joints, except the Tubular base plate joint, both export options are ignored in case the option
Always transfer envelopes to Design modules for steel connection elements is checked.
Note that in case of joint group (except Tubular base plate) only envelopes without combinations are
transferred, regardless of the export options set.

Main improvements to Design modules
In the latest version of Advance Design a large number of novelties and improvements have been introduced to
the Concrete and Steel design modules. Detailed information about the changes can be found in a separate
What’ New document related only to the novelties in the Design modules of Advance Design 2021.1. Below you
will find only brief information about selected main changes.
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Speed improvement
The main focus during the preparation of this update of design modules was on increasing
performance. This significantly shortens the time of starting modules, loading projects, calculations and,
above all, generation of drawings.



Improvements to views
A number of improvements have been made to the graphical presentation of the RC views, including a
possibility for hiding a formwork from 3D views and a possibility for changing a render mode on 3D
views. In addition, a new mechanism for displaying loads on RC beams and possibilities for filtering
loads have been added.



Improvements to info panel
The info panel content for the selected modules has been supplemented with additional types of results
- for example, buckling information for RC columns or punching verification for foundations.



Slovakia localization
The Slovakia localization is now available for design modules, which allows running the design
calculations according to Slovak appendixes to Eurocode.



New layout of the Reinforcement Assumption dialog windows
The layout of the Reinforcement Assumption dialog windows has been updated for the RC Column, RC
Wall and Footing modules. As with most other windows with new layout (tree menu on the left,
parameter fields in the central part and explanatory drawings on the right) the definition and change of
parameters is much easier and faster.



Interactive drawings for steel connections
Drawings generated by the Steel Connection module are now available managed by the interactive
drawing mechanism, similar as for other RC modules. This allows for easy and fast modification of
drawing components.
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